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The University of Redlands (U of R) hired Dr. Iwar
Westerberg in 1923. Through his visionary leadership, he
developed a teacher training program to grant credentials in
elementary, junior high, and secondary education. He also led
the university’s efforts with the California State Board of
Education to credential students for teaching.

This is a highly significant piece of institutional and state
educational history, as the U of R’s School of Education
(SOE) was the only college in San Bernardino County, and 1 of
only 3 in Southern California, to grant the secondary
education credential when this accreditation was announced
to students by President Duke in January, 1924.

Westerberg leveraged his personal and professional networks
to validate and support Redlands' ambition to credential
teachers, an especially important contribution as our
institution was seen as the “baby college” of Southern
California and perhaps unready for such an accolade, at least
according to our rivals.

Westerberg’s efforts for teacher training accreditation meant
that the SOE was accredited before any university level
accreditation, at state or national level.

After earning accreditation for teacher training for our School
of Education, Westerberg then persuaded President Duke to
seek accreditation for the institution, again using his networks
on behalf of the U of R, and leading the efforts towards
university level accreditations.

In addition to these endeavors, numerous reports credit the
SOE with increasing the enrollments of the university, thereby
contributing to the growth, financial health, and reputation, of
the institution as a whole.
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